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A New champion 

The 27th NATO Chess Championship was finished in August 2016, but winner Poland has less time 

than usual to enjoy the victory because the next championship is soon to be scheduled in March 

2017. Poland, a member of the NATO Chess since 2002, always has a strong team. So far their team 

has been uncountable times finished as number two. This year they finally got rid of their al a s 
number two  status and they won the team championship for the first time. Although the German 

team, which had won many times the team Championship, was weakened due to work 

commitments, it surprisingly could cope the pace with Poland. After seven rounds, Poland won the 

Championship due to a better Buchholz score. 

 

Level of games 

Looking at the games, I saw that the general level of play has increased again. Many players in the 

ELO range 1800-1900 improved their middle game decisions. Although they regularly lose games 

against players rated 200-300 points higher, I must say that I am delighted to see that in general, the 

weaker player played games with an enterprising attitude. They made decisions based on their 

positions and they were not afraid to contest the higher rated player. 

 

Transmissions errors 

Every year it has proved that it is a very difficult task to put the games from the notation sheets into 

the computer. Errors could be made in many ways. Here are the errors that are made most times. 

 The handwriting was so difficult to read, that: a) the game was not put into the computer or b) 

wrong moves are put into the computer. Some players have difficulty to write their moves on a 

A5 paper format. Their moves are written across 2 or 3 notation lines with the result that their 

moves are hard to read for other people. 

 In a language as Polish, the piece notation between the Queen Het a , Rook Wieza  and 

King K ol  are nearly the same if it is written fast.  

 If the ha a te  a  is itte  fast, it ould e i te p eted as the ha a te  e . The result is that a 

written move 17.e3 should be interpreted as 17.a3. 

 The move that was written in the notation sheet was ambiguous. For instance, a rook move Re8 

was written at the notation sheet, but it could be Rae8 or Rfe8. 

 The notation is written in mirror. For instance a black pawn move c4-c3 in the end game was 

written as f6. 

 The wrong move sequence was entered into the computer. For instance, 1.Nf3 e6 2.d4 Nf6 was 

put into the computer as 1.d4 Nf6 2.Nf3 e6. 

 Both notation sheets gave different moves. 



 A player missed a move and wrote the consecutive moves at the opponent side of the notation 

sheet. 

 The translator did not understand descriptive notation. 

 The last move of the game was not recorded because the players were busy shaking hands and 

putting the pieces back to the original squares. 

At the first boards the task of putting the game into the computer could be made easier with 

electronic boards. This year there was a new problem. From the eight boards that the games could 

be followed live, two boards got transmissions errors during the game. It led to games that were 

published with incorrect moves. 

 

The lost and found  game 

One of these games where the notation got wrong, was the game Randall – Sypien, played in the first 

round. 

 

A o di g to Chess o . o , the ga e e t as follo s. 

1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 g6 3.Nc3 Bg7 0-1 (figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1 

 



Hopefully everybody at the internet understood that the transmission was lost, but according to 

Chess . o , the game lasted 12 moves. 

1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 g6 3.Nc3 Bg7 4.e4 d6 5.Nge2 0-0 6.Ng3 e5 7.d5 c6 8.Be2 Na6 9.h4 h5 10.Bg5 Qb6 

11.Qd2 Ng4 12.f3 Qf2+ 0-1 (figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2. 

 

Did this game actually lasted 12 moves? The game was played at an electronic board, so you could 

trust these moves as actually played. A quality check at the notation sheet, which took place after 

the tournament, proved that the game lasted longer. There was only one notation sheet. This 

notation sheet contained 37 moves, written in Polish notation. (figure 3). 



 



Figure 3. 

In the meantime, the games of the tournament were u fo tu atel  spotted  the Week of Chess   
and Chessbase and the game Randall - Sypien was worldwide published as 12 moves, giving signs to 

the world that the average quality of the NATO Chess games was low. 

After two months of quality check, 260 input errors of the NATO Chess 2017 games were repaired 

and the game Randall – Sypien was restored. According to the notation sheet, the game lasted 37 

moves. 

After 10 hours of analyzing I managed to reconstruct all moves. This lost a d fou d  game is from 

instructional point of view, interesting. 

 

Randall, Gordon (1931) – Sypien Mateusz (2251) 

E70 NATO-ch 27
th

 Shrivenham (1.5) 22.08.2016 

 

1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 g6 3.Nc3 Bg7 4.e4 d6 5.Nge2 

 

In the Hungarian variation of the Kings Indian, white puts the knight from g1 to g3 with several goals. 

1. To continue with h2-h4 and Bf1-e2 with play at the king side. Because of the threat h4-h5, black 

should stop the attack with h7-h5, after white has possibilities to sacrifice a piece at h5 under 

favorable conditions. Here the benefit of Ng1-e2-g3 and h2-h4 can be seen: after h7-h5 blacks 

usual counter play of f7-f5 is made unattractive. 

2. In some cases, white could transfer into a good version of the Sämisch variation by playing f2-f3. 

Now we have seen the position from white point of view, it is time to see the position of blacks point 

of view. How can black create counter play? We will see that in the game. 

… -0 6.Ng3 e5 



Because there is no knight at f3, the e7-e5 thrust is easy to execute. There are alternative ways to 

eate ou te  pla , fo  i sta e: …N d  .Be  h !? White a ot allo  h -h4 so he should play 

8.h . Afte  …a  a useful waiting move to offer white to show his plans) 9.Bg5 c5 10.d5 it is possible 

to create counter play with the pawn sacrifice … !? 11.cxb5 Ne5. In this Benko gambit pawn 

structure, black creates counter play by putting the heavy pieces along the a and b file. 

Whether you play c7-c5 or e7-e5 against the Hungarian Variation depends on your playing style. If 

you do not mind to sacrifice a pawn in return for an initiative, you can play c7-c5. But if you do not 

like to sacrifice material, you should stick to e7-e5. 

7.d5 

White has lost tempi by directing a knight from g1 to e2 and g3 and as a result, he should keep the 

position closed.  

…  

Black continues to attack whites centre pawns. 

8.Be2 

 

An important moment for black.  

…Na !? 

Black hurries to put a knight at c5. To understand this move, one should look at the alternatives. The 

most played move sequence is … d  . d  N d , ut i  this positio  it see s that la k has 
difficulties to create counter play. After 10.h4 black has many possibilities, but all of them favors 

white: 

1. …a  (to secure square c5 for the knight) 11.h5 Nc5 12.Be3 Qb6 13.Qd2 Bd7 14.Kf1!? and black 

has difficulties to create counter play. 



2. …h  .Bg  Q  …a  -preventing a knight at b5 – could be replied with 12.b4! and black 

has difficulties to create counter play.) 12.a3! (preparing b2-  …Q  .N  a  .N d  
with advantage for white. 

Othe  o es at o e  a e less att a ti e. Afte  …a  .h  h  .Bg  Na  hite a  st ike ith 
11.Bxh5!? gxh5 12.Nxh5 Nc7 13.f4 exf4 14.Nxg7 Kxg7 15.Qf3 with an unclear position. 

9.h4 h5 10.Bg5 Qb6 

Now an important moment for white arises. Find the best squares for the pieces. 

 11.Qd2 

Although d2 is a better square for the queen than d1, it is also important to restrict blacks counter 

play. With 11.Rb1!? white can prepare b2-b4, preventing a knight at c5. Because black has less space 

than white, he should trade the bishop at c8 to have adequate space for his pieces. After 11.Rb1!? 

Bg4! (Black has less space and he should trade pieces) 12.0-0 Bxe2 13.Qxe2 cxd5 

 

 
 

 white has 2 options. 

1. 14.cxd5 Rfc8 15.a3 Nc5 16.b4 Ncd7 17.Rfc1 a6 18.Na4 Qd8 with an equal position. 

2. 14.exd5 Ng4 15.b4 f6 with chances for both sides. 

…Ng  .Bxg ?! 

This move leads to the introduction of a different middle game. It is not too late to play 12.0-0 and to 

create play at the queen side, restricting blacks activity. The bishop at e2 is looking at his own pawn, 

but it is not weak because it defends the important squares c4 and e2. 

…Bxg  .f  

After 13.0-  la k takes o e  the i itiati e ith …Qd ! 

…Bd7 14.0-0-0 

White is planning to attack at the king side, but this plan needs time to realize because black has 

control of square g4. In positions of opposite castling, time is critical. Blacks plan to attack at the 

queen side is easier to perform, if he gets the chance. 



…c5 15.Bh6 Qd8  

The king side is defended and black is now ready to play Na6-c7 and b7-b5. 

16.Rdf1? 

Playing f3-f4 only favors black because of the gap g4. White should stick to g2-g4. This justifies the 

move 16.Nge2!  

 

Now black should be careful. 

1. …N ? .g ! and whites attack comes first. 

2. …B h  .Q h  Qf  and now white can continue with 18.Rdg1 Qg7 19.Qe3 f5 20.exf5 gxf5 

21.f4 e4 22.Rh3 Rf6 23. Rg3 Rg6 24.Rg5 or with 18.g4!? hxg4 19.h5 Qg7 20.Qe3 in both cases 

with un unclear position. 

3. …Kh . The safest optio , addi g the ook at f  to defe d the ki g .Bxg7 Kxh7 18.g4! Rh8 

with an unclear position. 

After the text move black takes over the initiative and it is difficult for white to improve his pieces. 

The remaining moves will be shown with short comments. By comparing the moves with the text in 

the notation sheet, you will discover that many moves were hard to find. 

…Qe  .Bg ? 

This move only costs time and we already know that both sides do not have time. 

…f6 18.Be3 Nc7 19.f4 exf4 20.Bxf4 b5? 

An inaccurate move, allowing white the chance to come back into the game. More accurate is 

…Bg , giving space to the black queen. 

21.Qd3? 

White could play his last trick: 21.e5! freeing square e4 for his knights. Afte  …f e ? 22.Bg5 Qe8 

23.Nce4 pawn d6 cannot be defended anymore. Afte  …d e  .d  Qf  23.Bxe5 b4 24.dxc7 bxc3 

25.Qxc3 Rac8 the position is hard to assess. 



…bxc4 22.Qxc4 Rab8 23.Rf2 Nb5 24.Nge2 Rfc8 25.Qd3 Kh7 26.Rhf1 Nxc3 27.Nxc3 Rb6 28.Qg3 

Rcb8 29.Be3 Rb4 30.a3 Rb3 31.Bf4 R8b6 

It is all over. White still found one last trick, which was very difficult to read in the notation form. 

32.Bg5?!? fxg5 33.Rf7 Qd8 34.Qf2 Rb7 35.e5 Be8 36.e6 Bxf7 37.exf7 Rxb2 0-1 

Now you have seen the whole game, you asked yourself why the electronic boards recorded 12.f3 

Qf2+ instead of 12.Bxg4 Bxg4 13.f3. The explanation could be that the moves 12.Bxg4 Bxg4 were not 

played correctly at the electronic board and from that time, the program that did the recording, lost 

control. It went back to operational mode with the move 34.Qf2 and then it lost control again. 

A conclusion we can draw with this game, is that the process of quality check of the notation sheets 

a ot e egle ted. Without this p o ess, this ga e as fo e e  lost a d e e  e fou d…  

At last here are 10 exercises of some positions of the tournament. 

 

Position 1. 

 

Position after 32.Rb1xb4 Black to move. 

 

 



Position 2. 

 

Position after 15.Qc2xd3. Black to move. 

 

Position 3. 

 

Position after 10.0-0. Black to move. 

 

 

 

 

 



Position 4. 

 

Position after 48.a5. Black to move. 

 

Position 5. 

 

Position after 35.Qg5-h . Bla k to o e. Choose et ee  A …R  a d B  …B g +. 

 

 

 

 

 



Position 6. 

 

Position after 43.Rg2-b2. Choose between A) 43...Rxc4 and B) 43...Re6. 

 

Position 7. 

 

Position after 10.Bc1-e3. Black to move. Choose between A)10...Bxc3, B) 10...Nc5 and C) 10...f5. 

 



Position 8. 

 

Position after 11.Qd1-g4. Black to move. 

 

Position 9. 

 

Position after 23...Ne4xg3. Choose between A)24.Rxe8 and B) 24.Nxc7. 

 



Position 10. 

 

Position after …Qe -b3. White to move. 

 

 

Solutions 

 

Position 1 is the game Bacus - Casteleijn (1.4). 

Note that pa  a  is u defe ded, so a a didate o e is …Q a . Afte  the ga e o ti uatio  
…Q a  .Re  hite soo e  o  late  e aptu es the pa  at  ith a u h ette  positio  

because the black rook at f4 and the bishop at h6 are temporary out of play. 

Befo e pla i g …Q a  ou ha e to ask ou self hethe  the e a e other candidate moves. A closer 

inspection reveals that the rook at b4 is undefended. This reveals a second candidate move, 

…R f +. Afte  …Rxf +! .Kxf2 Qc5+ 34.Kf1 Qxb4 35.Ra1 Bf4 the situation for black has 

improved significantly. 



 

Despite having lost the exchange, the black pieces are on optimal squares while whites pieces are all 

on defensive squares. White has difficulties to make progress without sacrifying material. 

 

Position 2 is the game Rosseel - Papista (1.19). 

Black has a stronghold at square f4, and he has not castled yet. Whites king side is weak, especially 

pawn g4. In the centre, the position is closed. This means that the black king at e8 is safe at the 

moment. In the game, black played  

 

…g ! 
 

to enforce the stronghold at f4 and to fix the weakness at g4. The rook at h8 will be needed to open 

the h file. The game continued with 

 

16.Kg2 h5!  

 

with attack, for example 

1. 17.gxh5 Nxh5 (the game continuation) or 

2. 17.Rh1 Kf8 18.Rh6 19.gxh5 Rxh5 20.Kf1 Ne7 

 

 

Position 3 is the game Wells - Kestutis (1.44). 

Black does not possess the centre adequately and is risking a passive position. To prevent whites 

Nc3-e4, he should prevent this move by  

 

…f ! 
 



 

This move prevents a knight move to e4, and next question is how to develop the bishop at c8. 

1. After 11.exf6ep Bxf6 12.Ne4 d6 white has a slight advantage (more space, more influence in the 

centre), but the activity of the bishop at c8 has been improved. 

2. After the better move 11.b3 white is planning to put pawn c5 under pressure with Bc1-a3 and 

Qe2-e3. Black cannot wait and should play actively with …a ! After 12.Ba3 a4 13.Qe3 black 

can defend pawn c5 with …Ra5, for instance 14.Rfb1 axb3 15.axb3 0-0 16.Bb2 Rxa1 17.Rxa1 

Bb7 18.Ba3 Qa8 19.Ra2 Qa5. 

 

Position 4 is the same game Wells - Kestutis (1.44). 

Black is two pawns down, but is compensated by the bishops of different colour. After  

 

…Rxe  .Bxe  Kf  .B  Ke ! 
 

 



 

White has difficulties to make progress, for example: 

1. 51.f3 Ke3 52.Kh2 h5 53.Kh3 Be6+ 

2. 51.g3 fxg3 52.Bxg3 Kf3 

3. 51.Kh2 Bd3 52.Kh3 Kf5 53.f3 Bf1 54.b4 Bb5 55.Kh2 Ba6 56.Kg1 h5 57.Kf2 Kg5 58.Ke1 h4 

59.Bd8+ Kh5 60.Be7 Bb5 61.Kd2 Bf1 62.Bd6 Kg5 63.Be7+ Kh5 64.Bf6 Bxg2 65.Bxh4 Bxf3 66.b5  

 

Now black should be careful. The bishop should stay at the a8-h1 diagonal, but it may not be in 

range of the white king and it should attack the white pawns from behind. 

 

…Bg ! 
White cannot make progress: 

 

67.a6 Bf1! 68.a7 Bg2 or 

67.Be1 Kg5 68.Kc3 Kf5 69.a6 Ke6 70.Bd2 Bh1 71.Bxf4 Kd7 72.Kc4 Bg2 73.Kc5 Kc8 

 

 

Position 5 is the game Fichtner - Bacus (2.4). 

The knight at c4 is undefended, so …Bxg + is a candidate move. This move was also played in the 

game. After …Bxg + .Kxg  Qd + white can reply with 38.Qf3! to make …Qx  .B  

possi le, i i g the uee . This ea s that …B g + is not playable and black should better  off 

by bringing his least developed piece into play, …R . 

 

In the actual game, white overlooked the defence 38.Qf3 and played 36.Kh2. 

 

Position 6 is the game Luca - Pietruszewski (2.10) 

There is a thumb rule that says that in general, the defending party should exchange material. Does 

this ea s that …Re  is ette  tha  …R ? Let us analyze both moves. 



After 43...Re6 44.Kg3 Kf7 45.Kg4 Kf6 46.Rf2+ Ke7 the black king will walk to the queen side, 

supporting the pawns, trying to create a passed pawn at the queen side: 47.Rb2 Kd7 48.Rf2 b5 

 

After the game continuation …Rx  .Rx  Rh4+ white could have played 45.Kg3! (instead of 

45.Kg2) after which black has to master technical difficulties to convert the material advantage:  

…Rxh  .Rxa  Kf  .R  Rh  .a  Ke  .a  Kd  .R   .a  Ra  .Kf  K  .Re . 

 

 

Co pa i g oth a iatio s sho s that …Re  is o e a u ate tha  …R  e ause it edu es 
whites chances of activity. 

 

Position 7 is the game Sycz - Tucker (2.13) 



In this so called Maroczy Bind, the white pawns at c4 and e4 are reducing blacks activity. If black sits 

and wait, he never will find counter play The pawn at c4 stops blacks setup with a7-a6 and b7-b5. The 

pawn at e4 prevents plans with e7-e6 and d6-d5. 

This means that the move …N  which was played in the game, can be too slow. After 11.Nd4 Bd7 

12.Qd2 black is starting to get problems to improve his position. 

With pawns, black can only contest the centre with f7-f5, but it has the disadvantage that his position 

will get 3 pawn islands a7-b7, d6-e7 and g6-h7 versus 2 pawn islands for white: a2-b2-c4 and f2-g2-

h2. There is a thumb rule saying that the side having fewer pawn islands has a better position. The 

underlying meaning is that pawns are protected by pieces and that more pieces are needed to 

protect 3 pawn islands than 2 pawn islands. 

After …f  .exf  Rxf  …g f  esults i  too u h eak esses i  la k positio : .Qd  Qe  
13.f4! Nf6 14.Bf3) whites main plan is to exchange important defenders of weak squares: 12.Nd4 

Nxd4 13.Bxd4 Ne5 14.Qd2 

 

White has a better position because he can easily find moves to centralize the pieces while black has 

difficulties to improve his position. 

 

At last, blacks problem to create counter play is made easier by disrupting whites pawn structure. 

After …Bx ! . x  N  .f   



 

Whites activity is restricted by his weak pawn at c4, for example 13.Qe1 Bb7 14.Rd1 Rc8 15.Bh6 Re8 

16.Ne3 f6 17.Qd2 Ne5 18.Bf4 Qd7. 

This exercise also explains why whites move 10.Bc1-e3 was inaccurate. Better was 10.Bd2, 

p e e ti g …B . 

 

Position 8 is the game MM Nielsen - Van Run (2.20). 

So far, 11 moves has been played, but what a mess! It looks like blacks position is unplayable. Whites 

main threat is Ng7xe6. Black can defend the pawn with 2 methods. 

1. …Nf . The o e pla ed i  the ga e. This logical move has one disadvantage. The knight at 

f8 is put at a passive square and it does not solve blacks main problem, bringing pieces into 

play. The game continued with 12.0-0-0 Nbd7 13.Rhe1 a6 14.f4 c5 15.f5! and the game lasted 

not long. 

2. There is a tactical method to defend pawn e6: …Q ! Now 12.Nxe6? will be replied with 

…N e ! The ad a tage of …Q  a o e ...Nf  is that s ua e f  is now available for the 

bishop to attack the knight at g7. To prevent Be7-f8, white should continue with 12.Nh5. 

After …Bf  . Bxf  Qxf  



 

black has solved some of his development problems, creating counter play with c7-c5. 

 

 

Position 9 is the game Cichy - Marquardt (2.21). 

White is missing a queen, but several pieces of black has been attacked. At first sight, the logical 

move sequence seems to be 24.Nxc7 Rxe1 25.Bxe1 Nf5 26.Bg4 g6 27.Bxf5 gxf5 28.Nd5 

 

White is one pawn down, but he has compensation because the activity of his pieces are much better 

than black pieces. However, black does not have problems to defend this position. Is there an 

alternative move? 

In the game, white found an interesting move 24.Rxe8!?. 



 

Whites material disadvantage is compensated by the activity of his pieces. This solution created 

practical problems for black. The game continued with …Qa  .Ne + Kh8 26.Bxg3 g6 27.Bh4 Kg7 

28.Nd5 

 

…h  

The position is very complicated. White now played 29.Kh2 and won the game later. 29.Rd8!? is also 

playable, for example: 

1. … + .Bf  Qa + .Kh  Qx  .Rxd   .R  with a complicated position 

2. …f  .Kh   .Bf ! Qxf  .Rxd + Kh  .Nf  Bg  .Rd + Bf  .Rd  Bg  .Rd + with 

repetition. 

Conclusion: 24.Rxe8 offers more practical chances (a win, draw or lose) than 24.Nxc7 (a draw or 

lose). 

 



Position 10 is the game Lupu - Przedmojski (3.1). 

Pawn c3 is being attacked. White played the practical move 28.Qd1, which forces queen trade 

because of the threat Rd2-d +. Afte  …Q d1 29.Rxd1 the position is close to equal. The most 

a u ate o ti uatio  is …Na . 

Instead of 28.Qd1, white can also make use of the vulnerability of the black queen with 28.Rd6! 

 

Note that all of black pieces are passive! Black has difficulties to bring his pieces into play: 

1. …Na  .Rx  Nx  .Ra  

2. …Qx  . xa  Qxa  .Rx  Qa  .Bd  Material is level, but black still has problems to 

a ti ate his pie es, fo  e a ple …Q a  .Q  Kg  .Q  o  …Q e + .Bf  Qa  .B + 
Kg8 34.Qd3. 
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